
A masterpiece is a person's greatest work. An artist 
expresses their imagination with originality, changing the 
way themselves and others view their art. Making a 
spectacle of form and function, escaping normality.

The range of 3M™ FASARA™ Glass Finishes offers you, 
the artist, a new visual dimension with no limits or boundaries.

With an advanced collection, FASARA™ Glass Finishes 
allows you to create a space that captures the world's 
beauty while maintaining a practical application. Inviting 
you to capture the essence of nature and harness natural 
light on your own terms. The new on-trend gradation and 
natural patterns deliver a beautiful balance between 
practicality and creativity by tailoring light and shadow, 
forming a diffusion of light or creating privacy.

Broaden your imagination as a master of your own space 
without compromising on the long-celebrated features 
of easy application, hassle-free maintenance and
unparalleled durability.

Create your masterpiece with FASARA™ Glass Finishes.
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1. Pop - S
Single Gradation
SH2FGPP-S

2. Pop - W
Center Gradation
SH2FGPP-W



Introducing 21 New Designs for 2022

atural Series captures the optically organic essence of the 
outdoors and brings it into your space. From the enhanced textu

 FASARA™ Glass Finishes will add a true sense of nature 
and other unique surfaces to your space while beautifully expressing light and shadow.

Our popular Gradation Series works harmoniously with its setting to maximize available light.  A space where light is not 
only welcomed by the use  of FASARA™ Glass Finishes, but encouraged, it delivers a true holistic harmony with nature. 
Ensuring privacy is kept without creating a sense of closure. W
and design needs, the new range of patterns deliver simple elegance while enhancing space and natural light into your 
built environment.

Shigure - White
Shigure - Gray
Shigure - Black

Fibril - White Brushed - White
Brushed - Black

Terrazzo - White
Terrazzo - Black

Travertine - White
Travertine - Black

Mist - W : Center gradation
Mist - S : Single gradation
Mist - PR : Single gradation

Sand : Center gradation Pop - S : Single gradation
Pop - W : Center gradation

Oval : Center gradation Illumina Seamless - W2: Center gradation
Illumina Seamless - S2: Single gradation
Illumina Seamless - PR: Single gradation 
Illumina - PR: Single gradation

Gradation Series
“Holistic Harmony”

Natural Series
“Optically Organic”
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Please recycle. 
75-5100-2908-7

Feeling is Believing
Learn more and request a sample at 3M.com/vanityURL 

Design & Privacy
3M™ FASARA™ Glass Finishes 
provide a perfect combination of 
design and privacy without losing the 
beauty of natural light or creating a 
sense of closure. Available in a 
variety of patterns to meet your 
design needs.

Quality & Durability
3M™ FASARA™ Glass Finishes are 

(non-PVC) with a pressure-sensitive 
adhesive backing. Designed with high 
quality printing for a consistent 
appearance and durable inks for 
reliable installations. 

Easy to Install & Clean
3M™ FASARA™ Glass Finishes can 
be easily applied to most new or 
existing glass surfaces. They require 
no extra hardware or setup - and no 
added maintenance or special 
cleaning. Also, as needs change, 

applied and removed.

Remodel & Reuse
By refreshing rather than replacing 
existing glass surfaces, you can help 

LEED credits to support your 
sustainability goals — for beautiful 
designs you can feel good about. 


